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Control and Optimize Your 4G LTE Network 
with Diameter Signaling Management 

As communications service providers (CSPs) evolve networks to 4G LTE to support 
subscriber demand for many, always-on applications and services, they must also  
manage the growing volume and complexity of Diameter signaling among many new  
network elements. Diameter signaling integrates and coordinates activity in your network  
as it controls data sessions and supports traffic policies. However, constant use creates  
hundreds of signaling messages. Unless this massive signaling growth is managed,  
your network performance will slow and your growth will be limited. 

The F5® Traffix™ Signaling Delivery Controller™ (SDC) offers a Diameter gateway and 
interworking function (IWF), a Diameter load balancer, a Diameter Routing Agent (DRA),  
and a Diameter Edge Agent (DEA)—all in one platform. It manages Diameter signaling  
to ensure top performance and reliability so you can scale to support an unlimited  
number of subscribers. With the SDC, you can implement policy and charging rules and 
enforcement; enable network roaming; optimize online and offline charging with multiple 
vendors; and connect legacy and LTE systems. You’ll also benefit from advanced failover 
management and overload control to protect your network from signaling surges.

Key benefits

Get high ROI from a multiservice platform  
The SDC combines 3GPP DRA, GSMA DEA, 
and 3GPP IWF with unmatched maturity 
as a third-generation router, load balancer, 
and gateway—delivering high ROI to benefit 
your balance sheet and satisfy operational 
requirements. 

Grow your network 
Advanced Diameter load balancing distributes 
signaling traffic across multiple servers to achieve 
high scalability and availability so you can grow 
your network faster to support more subscribers.

Guarantee network performance 
As a fully standards-compliant DRA, the SDC 
gives you the flexibility to implement a range  
of routing rules and policies to satisfy business 
requirements, reduce network fragmentation, 
and ensure reliable network performance. 

Ensure interoperability 
With the SDC gateway, you can preserve 
existing legacy systems and ensure seamless 
connectivity by deploying its broad range of 
connectivity to all Diameter-based and other 
protocols, interfaces, and elements.

F5 Traffix Signaling Delivery Controller
 DATASHEET
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Ensure Network Performance 
The always-on applications that are used on smartphones generate an unprecedented 
volume of signaling messages per session, per subscriber, and each app has distinct 
signaling behaviors. This massive signaling growth creates major network reliability  
and scalability issues—and requires proper management. By deploying a highly scalable  
DRA in a centralized architecture, you can load balance signaling messages, perform  
session setup, handle failure rerouting, and support centralized routing updates. 

Beyond standard DRA functionality, the SDC operates in an active/active mode that 
simplifies the complexity of adding more elements to the system, offering you more 
vertical and horizontal scalability than any other Diameter solution—along with ensured 
redundancy. The SDC also offers additional safety mechanisms for handling signaling 
bursts, including enhanced congestion and overload flow control. Other protocols such  
as RADIUS are also supported by similar overload control mechanisms.

Intelligent Context-Aware Routing
In 3G and 4G LTE environments, networks become more complex and the existence  
of multiple Diameter nodes requires a Diameter solution for better scalability, survivability, 
simple interconnections, and vendor interworking. The SDC meets all of these 
requirements and provides an advanced, context-aware routing engine. With the  
SDC you benefit from a wide range of routing rules and policies that will help you  
meet operational and business objectives. 

IMSI Range: 
1xyz-4xyz

CCR IMSI 11112

CCR IMSI 22222

CCR IMSI 55555

CCR IMSI 11112

CCR IMSI 22222

CCR IMSI 55555 IMSI Range: 
5xyz-9xyz

GGSN/
PGW-1

OCS Pool 1

Signaling 
Delivery 

Controller

GGSN/
PGW-2

SDC

OCS Pool 2

The SDC contextual routing engine intelligently routes  according to any content of a Diameter message.
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Dynamic routing for signaling protocols

The SDC’s dynamic routing leverages information held within the DNS (domain name 
servers), SLF (subscriber location function), and HSS (home subscriber server) elements.  
All of these functions can be applied bi-directionally, enabling the SDC to be flexible and 
transparent to surrounding Diameter clients and servers.

The SDC dynamic routing functionality includes: 

•	A subscriber context–aware dynamic routing engine.

•	Routing according to any content of a Diameter message, or any combination of AVPs 
(attribute-value pairs), and source.

•	Full support for session binding (for use cases such as policy charging and control,  
or shared family data plans).

•	Full support for session binding between protocols such as Diameter and HTTP.

•	HSS resolution (typical routing example based on IMSI) using internal or external SLF  
or directory services.

Routing rules are based on various criteria, including:

•	Protocol type.

•	A combination of AVPs and their values.

•	 Initial request source/destination.

•	Multi-point routing such as Gx and Rx interfaces routing based on IPCAN session.

Global Routing Directory

The SDC offers various routing functionalities, such as a Global Routing Directory (GRD), 
to enable CSPs to support databases of close to 500 million entries and ensure the 
accurate routing to the appropriate remote peers (such as OCS and HSS). It also offers a 
master agent architecture that supports synchronization of data across multiple locations.

Preserve Your Legacy Investment 

The SDC Diameter gateway for message transformation helps you overcome 
interoperability problems between different Diameter vendors. It also translates legacy 
signaling protocols to Diameter and vice versa, to solve vendor interworking and 
connectivity challenges. 

Using flexible Diameter data dictionaries, the SDC provides support for RADIUS, SS7, 
LDAP, SQL, HTTP, GTP’, JMS, and other protocols. It also provides simultaneous support 
for variants of the same interface found in various releases of 3GPP standards and vendor 
software. With support for more than 50 Diameter interfaces, the SDC enables you to 
preserve your existing infrastructure investments and ease your migration to 4G LTE.

As you migrate to 4G LTE, keep your legacy voice infrastructure working for as long as  
you can. Take advantage of the SDC interworking function (IWF), which enables any-to- 
any connectivity between Diameter-based and SS7 elements within a mobile network  
or roaming scenarios.
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The SDC Diameter Protocol Gateway preserves legacy investments and offers a wide range of interoperability. 

The SDC Diameter gateway, with its message transformation engine, enables high-
performance protocol translation and message manipulation using predefined 
rules configured within the SDC. The transformation can be applied bi-directionally, 
enabling CSPs to implement complex business logic for interconnecting various  
protocols and vendors.

The SDC’s
Transformation

Engine

Request

Response

Request

Response

Request

Response

Request

Response
Client

Peer

Server

Peer

The SDC gateway message transformation engine allows CSPs to implement complex business logic by 
interconnecting vendors.

Advanced Load Balancing to Meet Scalability Challenges 
4G LTE deployments require scalability in order to grow efficiently and effectively, and  
also to maintain high network performance, service availability, and a simplified, cost-
effective architecture. The SDC enables you to scale by implementing comprehensive 
layers 4–7 load balancing solutions, including smart Diameter session stickiness, 
Diameter server failover recognition, dynamic flow control, and transparent traffic 
redistribution. 
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The SDC provides multiple, advanced Diameter bi-directional load balancing capabilities 
for any parameter (AVP) content combination such as MSISDN, quality of service, rating, 
location, IP address, and others. It uses the following load balancing methods: 

•	Round robin

•	Weighted round robin

•	Contextual

•	Fast response time

•	Least-loaded

•	External policy

Session 3
Session 2
Session 1

Session 5
Session 4

GGSN-2

GGSN-1
OCS-1

Session 5
Session 3
Session 1

GGSN-3

OCS-2

Session 6
Session 4
Session 2

Session 6

TRAFFIX SDC

 
Advanced Diameter load balancing with the SDC.

Overload and Congestion Control 
The Traffix SDC provides multiple mechanisms for resource management and congestion 
control that protect both the SDC and the connected elements from overload conditions. 
These mechanisms are based on message-oriented flow control, traffic-shaping 
algorithms, and load-shedding algorithms. 

In an LTE environment, there are multiple situations that may cause overload, such as 
signaling storms resulting from faulty network elements. The overload control mechanisms 
assure that the service continues without degradation. 

The overload control mechanisms are: 

•	  Protect peer nodes (such as PCRF and HSS) from overload by controlling and limiting 
the resource usage and allocation; for example, by controlling the outgoing message/
traffic rate or by limiting the number of requests pending answers per destination peer 
or group of destination peers.
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•	  Protect the SDC node from overload by controlling and limiting resource usage and 
allocation; for example, by controlling the incoming message/traffic rate or by bounding 
incoming requests, queue/write buffer allocations, or the number of connections. 

Enhanced Security and Connectivity in Roaming  
The SDC offers an advanced Diameter Edge Agent (DEA) that extends its capabilities 
in network signaling for tighter security and normalized functionality in roaming, billing, 
and third-party content scenarios. 

The SDC DEA provides:

•	A normalization engine that ensures that only supported AVPs and content enter the 
network.

•	High security and failover protection by masquerading the network to prevent 
unauthorized access, ensuring that external sessions are routed according to policies 
set by the CSP.

•	Guaranteed accuracy of incoming and outgoing messages with mechanisms to either 
fix or reject the problematic messages. 

•	Network protection from overload as well as from draining network resources. 

•	 Increased security by hiding multi-node server topology.

GGSN/PGW GGSN/PGW GGSN/PGW MME MME MME

PCRFPCRF

Home Network

OCS OCSHSS HSS HSS

MMEHSS

Roaming Partner

TRAFFIX SDC

TRAFFIX SDC

TRAFFIX SDC

 
 
The SDC manages signaling through critical functions such as routing, intelligent load balancing,  
connectivity, and improved roaming capabilities. Note: This roaming scenario denotes the use of  
an IPX carrier or a direct connection.

EMS for Consolidated, Streamlined Management 
The SDC Element Management System (EMS) helps CSPs ease administrative and 
management burdens with multiple capabilities for consolidating control of the SDC 
environment. The EMS helps you gain comprehensive, real-time control of your signaling 

F5 Traffix SDC: A mature, 
proven solution

 · Market’s most mature Diameter 
routing solution

 · Deployed worldwide with 
leading service providers 

 · The largest workforce dedicated 
to Diameter signaling

 · Backed by globally strong 
delivery and support team

 · Diameter experts since 2005
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environment by taking advantage of centralized management, reporting and analysis, 
monitoring, and fault management. You’ll reap the benefits of reduced administrative 
time and true management cost-savings. 

Central configuration for multiple SDC sites

Centralized configuration of multiple SDC sites allows CSPs to ensure network reliability 
by enabling you to: 

•	Categorize different configuration parts by global and local categories.

•	Modify all application parameters using a web-based management console.

•	Receive feedback about configuration changes (global and local) that are applied  
on each SDC site.

Reporting and analysis using control plane information

The EMS gives you clear insight into your environment by extracting control plane 
information for statistical analysis and in-depth traffic inspection. 

•	Statistics—Collects statistics for different message flows (from, to) and statistical 
information about each message including status, average round-trip time (RTT),  
and average size.

•	Short-term tracing—Provides a traffic tracing tool that records the whole message 
according to user-predefined rules that are based on specific AVPs in the protocol  
or message flow, allowing for deeper message inspection for debugging purposes.

•	System-wide reporting—Control plane data is presented through system-wide 
reports and graphs with optional filtering for statistics or short-term tracing.

Monitoring

The EMS enables centralized, real-time monitoring of hardware and software states, 
performance counters, alarms, and syslog messages. It provides:

•	A dashboard display with four global system status indicators: main system KPIs,  
global traffic views, last few global system alarms, and a recent global audit log.

•	A topology view for a graphical network-wide picture of the interconnected SDC sites.

•	A centralized view of all SDC sites. 

Control Plane Visibility
The SDC provides total Diameter and other signaling-level visibility in real time within your 
signaling plane. A simple web-based dashboard gives you a range of options for zooming 
in and identifying problems. Beyond troubleshooting, the SDC offers easy-to-extract 
business intelligence statistics and analysis reports so you can keep a finger on the pulse 
of your network. Finally, the SDC provides valuable statistics on users’ network usage—
information that can be used to inform and enhance marketing promotions and campaigns.
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The SDC provides network visibility through the control plane. 

Health Monitoring 
The SDC provides built-in health monitoring to identify overload conditions or other 
abnormal behavior of the remote Diameter peers, and then acts accordingly. Using session 
monitoring and external health monitoring, when the SDC detects message overload or 
abnormal behavior, it sends alarms to the operations support system (OSS) and traffic is 
routed to an alternative Diameter peer or is gracefully rejected according to the defined 
policy. The alarms triggered by the system describe the type of overload to manage 
back-end failures and reduce the risk of unintentionally sending traffic to overloaded or 
unavailable servers.

Diameter Testing and Simulation Suite
The SDC also offers a Diameter testing and simulation suite—a comprehensive 
environment for testing automation including validation of stress, load, stability, 
and scalability of all Diameter scenarios. The suite enables you to:

•	Simulate complex, real-world scenarios for rapid service implementation.

•	Upload several standards simultaneously.

•	Perform stability testing of all vendors for all 4G network elements.

•	Run test-roaming scenarios, including Diameter over SCTP/TCP testing and others.
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The SDC testing and simulation suite provides a complete environment for testing automation for  
Diameter scenarios.

Consolidated Platform
In summary, the SDC enables you to effectively manage the proliferation of data and rapid 
signaling growth in your network while ensuring reliability and top network performance—
and it does this from a single platform. The SDC provides essential Diameter signaling 
functions including context-aware routing, intelligent load balancing, and seamless 
connectivity among all legacy network elements, interfaces, and protocols. It also delivers 
comprehensive reporting and analytics and a testing and simulation suite to aid in 
infrastructure forecasting and planning. 

When you deploy the SDC, you can take advantage of: 

•	Core router with a DRA—for reliable failover management and increased network  
performance.

•	Edge router with a DEA—for roaming and interconnecting with security.

•	Diameter load balancer—for unlimited scalability and cost-effective growth with 
improved utilization of resources.

•	Diameter gateway plus IWF—for seamless connectivity between all network 
elements, protocols, and interfaces.

•	Network visibility—for immediate identification and root-cause analysis of network 
problems, and improved capacity planning.

•	Network analytics—reporting capabilities for network analytics and subscriber 
intelligence, and for providing key performance indicators to marketing.

•	Diameter testing and simulation suite—for evaluation and monitoring of network 
performance and operation of new elements.
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The SDC Is SDN- and NFV-Ready
The SDC is optimized for Software Defined Networks (SDN) and Network Functions 
Virtualization (NFV) architectures in the following ways:

•	  Runs in virtualized environments with increased programmability and integration with 
network orchestration systems.

•	Reduces significant hardware costs and increases reliability, scalability, and flexibility.

•	Enables faster rollouts of applications and services and simplified network 
provisioning. 

F5 Traffix SDC Specifications

Networking IPv4, IPv6

Transport Protocol TCP, UDP, SCTP, SIGTRAN, GTP’

Diameter base conformance RFC 3588, RFC 3588bis, RFC 6733

IETF Diameter agent support Relay, Proxy, Redirect, Translation

3GPP Diameter agent support DRA, IWF

GSMA Diameter agent support DEA

Diameter Reference Points
All Diameter interfaces supported (more than 50),  
including Gx, Gy, Rx, Sy, So, S6a, S6d, S9, S13

Protocols support
Diameter, RADIUS, SS7, HTTP, LDAP, SOAP, JMS, SQL, 
XML, GTP’, SIP

Management CLI, GUI, XML configuration, SNMP
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F5 Global Services
F5 Global Services offers world-class support, training, and consulting to help  
you get the most from your F5 investment. Whether it’s providing fast answers to 
questions, training internal teams, or handling entire implementations from design  
to deployment, F5 Global Services can help ensure your applications are always  
secure, fast, and reliable. For more information about F5 Global Services, 
contact consulting@f5.com or visit f5.com/services.

More Information
To learn more about the F5 Traffix SDC, visit f5.com to find these and other resources.
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